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Special Announcement Before We Begin:
“Never struggle with product creation again, instead discover the...

"Forest Gump Simple Method 
To Making Info Products at

WARP SPEED!

Joe Lavery swears under oath... "even Forest Gump could make 
an info product with my warp-speed method" 

Warp Speed Info Products™ is a great product and I continue to receive rave reviews almost 
daily- all unsolicited and all from REAL people using my product creation system.

If you already have a digital ebook, report, audio or product of any sort you are currently 
selling - I will show you how to make it into a PHYSICAL product that is ready to be shipped 
in less than 60 minutes.

This is no joke.

You will see me take a digital product and turn it into a physical product in less than 60 
minutes - right before your eyes. 

It will help to open your eyes to NEW profit opportunities. In fact – it will make YOU A LOT 
of money when you apply and use the system… rank newbies welcome!

Click Here For Warp Speed Info Products™!
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PART 1 – WELCOME… To MF Methods

Introduction - How You Got Here

A Few Thoughts Before We Get Started...

I want thank you for investing in a copy of  The MF Methods.  Let me start by stating I don't 
particularly enjoy going through hundreds of pages of text just to get one or two useful ideas. 

I'd rather the author get rid of the unnecessary stuff and just hand me only those strategies 
which I can apply right away. It saves me a lot of time.

I'm assuming you are the same way. Therefore, I have tried to keep this report as concise and 
'free of fluff' as possible so that you can quickly and easily put it to use.

I hope you'll appreciate that.

In 34 pages you'll learn six of the most powerful methods I learned from Mike Filsaime a.k.a 
Mr. MF during my recent 2 hour plus conversation.

I've coined these The MF Methods. 

It's possible you may have already heard of some of the strategies I will share here. If so, read 
through them anyway. You'll find that I will reveal some interesting twists and important 
concepts that will make those strategies very effective.

Lastly, I would like to point out that...knowing about a strategy and knowing WHY a strategy 
are two very different things.

Why else can someone blatantly copy another marketer's idea and fail miserably?

It's because they do not truly know the WHY behind the idea.

Find the WHY and you'll multiply the effectiveness of a given strategy many times over!

There are many people out there who are using a screwdriver to drive in a nail. Obviously, the 
problem is not with the tool. It's with the application. When you understand the proper use of 
the tool, and the mindset behind it, you can do some real damage!

I don't want to waste another second.  

And we're off...
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Two Types of Targeted Traffic

You may already know that there are two types of traffic: targeted and non-targeted. 

Targeted traffic consists of people who are interested in your product or service and would be 
more likely to spend money to get it from you.

Non-targeted traffic consists of the rest of the world. These individuals are not interested in 
buying what you have and, therefore, will not part with their cash for it.

Obviously, it's the targeted traffic that we're interested in. We don't care about nor do we want 
to spend any time trying to convince the non-targeted group into buying from you. You'll be 
wasting your time and theirs.

You should also know that  "targeted traffic" can be further divided into two groups:

● prospects that you go after, and

● prospects that seek you out!

Let me illustrate this using an offline example...

Imagine that you've been given a list of prospects who have previously shown interest in 
purchasing the kind of product you are selling. Now...if you decide to sell your product door-
to-door by visiting these prospects, you're going to them...on your time. (The same applies if 
you use telemarketing strategies to call them.)

Instead, if you have a store at the mall that prospects come to, they're seeking you out...on 
their time.

So, while both groups of prospects above are targeted, the second group is obviously easier to 
sell to because they are taking the initiative to look for you, and they are usually pre-sold and 
ready to buy!

In the online world, these prospects are the ones who visit search engines, shopping sites, eBay, 
etc.  They are already out there "looking," searching for what they want. 

They are ready, or at least more inclined, to spend their money!
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Two “Other” Types of Targeted Traffic

Let's further break down Targeted Traffic into two more types of traffic:

● Endorsed Traffic

● Non-Endorsed Traffic

FACT: You likely were referred to this report by another person.  I want to point out that the 
most powerful form of traffic you can get is "endorsed traffic."  This could be word or mouth 
marketing aka getting other people to voluntarily REFER others to your business.  It could also 
be affiliate marketing or JV (Joint Venture) endorsements.

This form of traffic is truly OMNIPOTENT because with this traffic comes the elusive power 
of trust.  When another individual refers you to their friends - they're taking their trust they 
have with their friend and TRANSFERRING that TRUST DIRECTLY to YOU!

This happens BEFORE they log on to your website or visit your business.

So when considering various marketing strategies, traffic sources, and marketing techniques, 
always keep this is mind because this is the best traffic you'll find anywhere.  

It beats PPC, it beats SEO and it certainly beats traffic exchange programs, social networking 
clicks and the like. Endorsed traffic means you make MORE from LESS.  It means you GET 
PAID FASTER!  

It often means the difference between utter failure and massive success.

Read that sentence again!

If I were you, I'd focus on getting good at getting this type of traffic before you even think 
about any other method.  

Pareto's Principle (80-20 Rule): 20% of your efforts will result in 80% of the results.  

Of the things you do during your day, only 20 percent really matter. Those 20 percent produce 
80 percent of your results. Pinpoint and focus on those things.

Don't just "work smart" -- work smart on the things that produce results. 

Concentrate the vast majority of your time on ENDORSED traffic sources because they are 
almost GUARANTEED to work.  Same as money in the bank.  Count on it.
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FREE YOUR MIND of all things other than endorsed traffic.

This advice alone could save many people from business failure. 

Imagine what freeing yourself from just one thing could do.

Take SEO. Imagine: 

● ...freeing your mind from SEO (at least until you're an endorsed traffic pro)

● ...never wasting another second reading every new SEO change

● ...never having to read countless sales letters for new SEO courses and software

● ...never having to even worry about how to design your sites for SEO...  

● ...never wasting another second reading another STUPID SEO sales letter

Imagine how much time you'd save yourself.

Imagine how good you'd feel.

Imagine how much more focused you'd be.

I'm telling you from my own personal experience... it's an extremely refreshing feeling when 
you CONSCIOUSLY decide to give  ZERO attention to certain things like SEO.

You're time IS valuable.  Don't lose sight of this.  Give ZERO attention, energy or time to  non-
priorities and things that are not JUST DON'T MATTER!

Make it a rule and follow it like your life depended on it.  Doing this saves me HOURS each 
week, tons of frustration, and unmeasurable amounts of mental ENERGY.

Yes- it's true!

You lose effectiveness when you have a ton of "extra stuff” in your head.  The more you can 
"clean house" so to speak – the sooner you'll be able to focus on  the things you need to 
PHYSICALLY DO to get the results you seek – in all areas of your life!

Onward.
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The basics - a quick summary

Let's start with FACTS. Facts you may be running from. 

Facts you've heard before and unfortunately done nothing about. 

Facts starring you in the face.

Facts you may have hidden away in denial to "do things your way."

Whatever the case, listen to me NOW and "Thank Me" LATER.

Let's start with the foundation of Internet Marketing and BUSINESS success.

It's a LIST!... I see you tuning me out already.  

STOP!  

I'm about to give you something to thing about.

Before I do, read this quote from Mike Filsaime:

Mike Filsaime: Caught on Tape

“So what you need to do is capture their name and their e-mail 
address, and then you can follow up with them.  And then that 
led me into watching a video that Mark Joyner did called 
Target, Tie-in and Collect.  And that's when I came across the 
concept of not trying to sell people anything.  Just trying to 
target an audience, tie-in a free bonus, and collect their name 
and e-mail address.   

“And I was driving all my traffic to these types of pages now 
where the only call to action was to give away a free bonus to 
get a name and an e-mail address.  And I quickly realized that 
you don't have to go after the sale.  Once you have their name 
and e-mail address, you can continue to market to them and 
review products over and over, and you can bring those people 
from suspect to prospect to customer to client to affiliate.   

“And once I started understanding that that's where you can 
drive your - the visitors to your web site, that became my main 
focus online, and that's why I started so aggressively taking 
on list building.”
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Time for those facts.

FACT 1: Mike Filsaime earns MILLIONS each year.

FACT 2: Mike Filsaime says building a LIST is his TOP priority.

FACT 3: I'm 99% certain you are NOT focused on building YOUR OWN list.

FACT 4: Over the last few years many of my marketing friends have FAILED miserably.

FACT 5: Not a single one of my friends who failed had a list.

FACT 6: Over the last few years several of my friends have become wildly successful.

FACT 7: All of my friends who became successful DO have a list.

FACT 8: This is not a coincidence.

FACT 9: I hope you get my point because this is getting old.

Just the other day my close friend, Tellman Knudson, was telling me how frustrated he was 
with all his friends who aren't taking action.  

"I just don't get it.  They were my friends when i was just getting started - from 
NOTHING!  They've each seen me build my list and they've all experienced first hand 
that the bigger my list gets the more money I make.  

Yet almost NONE of them focus on building THEIR lists?  Why? Joe, can you tell me 
why?  It's making me FREAKIN' INSANE!" -TK

I say ditto.

And it's not only sad for our friends - it's sad for my subscribers, my customers, and for you.

I beg you.  

Find ways to build a list.  Do whatever it takes.

Make it your #1 desire at all times.  Burn it deep into your brain.  Deep into your subconscious 
mind.  Visualize it.  Feel it. Live it.  Everyday.  Become a list builder and watch the doors of 
success, opportunity and prosperity swing wide open.
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Why do most people have a tough time building a list?

See the introduction.

It's because they are FOCUSING on non-endorsed forms of traffic.

Get it?

Here's one of the best way I know to build a list... create your OWN PRODUCTS!  Get others 
to refer people to your website as affiliates or JV partners.  Build your list with this traffic 
either with squeeze pages or popovers (pop ups).

Then just...

Follow-up.

Follow-up.

Follow-up.

Follow-up.

Follow-up.

Follow-up.

Follow-up.

Follow-up.

Follow-up.

Follow-up.

FOREVER.

That's the formula.

It will never change.

Get to work.
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Marketing Funnelology

Internet marketers without product funnels have SKINNY KIDS!

I'm joking, but I'm not.

Here's a copy of the actual sketch I made DURING my call with Mr. MF ... Yes, I actually 
TAKE NOTES and learn from everyone I interview. I've found that when you take this stuff 
(aka your BUSINESS) seriously –  great things happen.
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Example of Product Funnel Pricing:  

$19 > $97 > $197 > $497 > $997 > $2500 > $5000 etc.

Marketing Funnel are used to take your visitors and take them through the 5 stages:

Suspect, prospect, customer, client, partner.

Dan Kennedy has said it many way over the years, but the basic point he makes is that...

To Be Successful In Information Publishing, 
You Need To Be Extremely Prolific. 

Further, it's better to be PROLIFIC than perfect.

Perfectionism is the downfall of many would-be Entrepreneurs.  Don't be one of them.

The fact is, the more products you create the more money a person can spend with you.  Dan's 
made over $1000,000 from a single client.  Do you think that would ver have happened if he 
only sold one product?  Nope.  Not a chance.

You have to be ready to take advantage the inevitable: Hyper-Responsive customers.

In every market and in every business that treats their customers right, there will always be a 
small segment that can be classified as hyper responsive – meaning they buy almost anything 
you offer – often without giving it a second thought.

This is what you WANT!

That's why I'm always making products – even before I know what I'm going to do with them. 
I know that it pays to have more products.  The more products I make the more money I make 
– and that's just the way it is.  Think about it.  

The more products you have the more you can CROSS-SELL and reference your other 
products inside every product you sell.   So when a person buys product one – they 
automatically get exposed to product a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k etc  This is another form of 
LEVERAGE!  How many products does Mike have? Click here to see

Core Philosophy:  When in doubt, create more products!
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Part 2 - The MF Methods

Method 1: Upsells

I'm sure you've heard the word upsell before, so I'm going to ask you a quick favor.

Please read this section with an open mind, and for the record, I'd like to point out that just 
because you know about something and that something is a really great something.  It never 
means you're actually going to use the information.  Now, let me ask you question.

Are you currently using up cells on your sales letter right now as we speak?

If not that you need to read this the most.  So what is an upsell?  Simply put, an upsell, is when 
you ask a customer to buy more than the original purchase at point-of-sale.

Make sense?

I'm sure you've seen many sales letters that have an upsell.  May be, you clicked on a link 
before.  To order a product you really want to buy and when you got there.  It was actually the 
order form to buy.  Instead, it was what's commonly referred to as an upsell page.  

The page goes on to state that you can upgrade to a gold level package.  It spells out the 
benefits of upgrading to the gold level package and makes a short and sweet case for upgrading 
using "reason why" copy. Then a quick call to action says, would you like to upgrade for next 
or $19.99, or would you like to stick with the original purchase only.  And there's two separate 
links, whichever one you click is the one you buy.

Take a look at how Dan Lok does it:

Click Here To Upgrade To Turn Words Into Cash GOLD Package
For Only $19.99 More If You Act Now >>

OR

Click Here If You Only Want To Order The Basic Version Of Turn Words Into Cash
WITHOUT The Additional $467.00 Worth of Gold Bonus Materials Listed Above

So what happens is instead of 2% of the customers coming to your website buying your $49 
product.  Now 2% are are buying your $49 product, and 20 to 30% (or more)decide to take the 
$19.99 upsell.  This method lets your customers give you extra free money.  I love free money. 
I'm guessing you also love free money.  If I'm correct, use this strategy the second you finish 
reading this report.
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Important tip: This strategy can backfire.  I highly recommend making your upsell page no 
more than two pages long.  The visitor should not have to scroll more than one page to find the 
order link.  If you make your upsell page too complex, too wordy, too boring, or too long.. then 
you run the risk of actually decreasing your overall sales.  

Fewer people will actually end up completing a purchase because you're making it more 
difficult for them to order.  Keep this in mind at all times when using an upsell and make sure 
to track the numbers to the best of your ability.

One more thing worth mentioning: if you don't know your numbers.  You don't know your 
business. The undeniable truth is you don't know what you don't know. 

By getting complacent or being ignorant, and NOT tracking this stuff you're unintentionally 
created what Direct Marketing Legend, Dan Kennedy, calls BLIND SPOTS. 

Blind spots are things/problems/solutions/assets/advantages you can't see.

In this instance, you have Blind Spots because you're not tracking anything.

If I were to ask you why you are not tracking right now?... I'm sure you would have an answer 
for me.  I'm here to tell you whatever your answer is... it's complete CRAP.  It's an excuse and 
nothing more.  It's a cover up for your own weakness.  Pure and simple.

I do NOT care one lick what you're EXCUSE is - all I care about is convincing you to 
CHANGE it – and fast!

Whatever your excuse is, squash it like a bug and become a “testing maniac” as fast as you can.

Don't be an idiot.

Tracking is easy and with the technology available today, there really is no excuse.

Google even has a 100% FREE tool puts standard split testing on STEROIDS! Check out 
Google's Website Optimizer and then sandpaper the next sentence into your head.

The more you know the more you can improve.

Get a handle on as many numbers as you possibly can. 

Then watch your business grow.
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Method 2: Downsells

This method is used even less than the upsell.  A downsell is when your prospect chooses not to 
buy your main product.  Instead you offer them (using an exit popup)  a lower-priced version of 
your product with limited features or benefits.

For instance, a visitor comes to your website sides not to buy and clicks away.  You could have 
what's called a exit pop-up that would ask of them if they want to get the same course ...

● without the super bonuses
● in a different format
● for a discounted price because ... 
● half-price because
● 25% off because 

You can also crank things up a notch and put a countdown timer on the popup that says you 
have 2 minutes and 13 seconds to take advantage of this special offer.

And the script makes it countdown in real time...

2 minutes and 12 seconds  
2 minutes and 11 seconds 
2 minutes and 10 seconds  
2 minutes and 9 seconds

You get the point.

Advanced Strategy: Make it Real.

So instead of the countdown getting to zero seconds and the page is still there – and you can 
still order even after the 2 minutes... use a php script so when the countdown reaches zero the 
page is AUTOMATICALLY redirected to another page.

On this page you can put a message that says, “Sorry, the special offer has now expired.”

Actually, I'm releasing my personal PHP code to make timer countdowns with automatic  URL 
redirects as part of Stealth Pages.  I'm not sure on when these tools will be for sale, but you can 
keep up to date by getting on the waiting list at http://www.stealthpages.com

One more thing, on the page that says the special offer has expired, I'd strongly recommend 
adding a link to another related product (ideally one your affiliates will also get paid on)..

Use a simple link like this...        Click Here to Continue.
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That's what's worked the best for me.  It beats any text ad, text link, headline, classified ad, 
banner etc I've ever tried.  Don't let them think about saying yes or no.

People are trained from birth to finish things.

When they see “to continue” it is like Pavlov's dogs – they blindly bend to your will.

So that strategy gets the most clicks, at least in my experience.

Random thought: Marlon Sanders has a cool technique where he actually has a pop-up appear 
on your page in after about 30 seconds or so and the pop up basically says you have two 
minutes and counting down until you can free to take advantage of a special offer of a 
discounted price or an extra bonus that you normally don't get and by doing that he's increasing 
sales significantly the response.

So instead of only showing the special offer to people LEAVING – he shows it to 
EVERYONE to increase response across the board.

Which one is better?

I'm a sharp guy and I have no answer. The only way to know for sure is to test it specifically on 
your market with your product and your sales letter, and your traffic sources.

Either one is likely better than not using one at all.

ADVANCED MF DOWNSELL METHOD

Another way to use a downsell is in partnership with a one time only offer. This one shocked 
me when Mike Filsaime told me about it.

I'll discuss a one-time offer in the next section, but for the purpose of this short example, what 
you're basically going to do is this.  

If they decide not to take the one-time offer... at the bottom of the page give them a link similar 
to this:
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When they click that link, they're taken to a downsell page.  The page will give them one final 
offer at an even greater discount!

Here's how Mike Filsaime does it after people order the Butterfly Marketing Manuscript:

This is POWERFUL stuff.  Put this one technique to the test and I know the results will 
surprise you (in an extremely good way).
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Method 3: One Time Offers

There is no doubt about it.  

Mike Filsaime put one Time offers on the map.  

I remember the day very clearly.  It was January of 2006.  

Mike launched his long-awaited butterfly marketing home study course.

That marked the day he Internet marketing changed forever.

Within one week we saw butterfly marketing “style” sites popping up all over the place.

Everywhere you turned - you saw the butterfly marketing style websites. 

Kinda like this:

Congratulations New Customer!!
Welcome To The Private Download Area

You Now Have PRIVATE ACCESS to
This Brand New Product! ($97 Value)

Download Instructions
– WARNING: Download Today -

**This Page Is Being Moved This Week To A More Secure Location.

 (Click here or click on Firesale Secrets image above to see how the page works)

The fact is butterfly marketing has made a lot of people a LOT of money.  With that said, let's 
break down what a one-time offer is.

Simply put, a one-time offer is exactly how it sounds.  
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It's a special offer, you usually made after someone subscribes to your newsletter, buys 
something from you, or joins your membership site (free or paid).  

Essentially, you make it very clear at the very beginning of the sales page that this is a special 
offer not available anywhere else and it is only good right NOW!  

● If they close the page
● If they click away 
● If they wait until later
● If they need to think it over

...The page will NOT appear a second time because it is technically not possible.  So you make 
sure they know this is the only chance to get in on this killer deal/special offer/discount etc.  

So take it or leave it.  Right now.  Make a decision. I've had pretty good success writing my 
own sales letters for one time offers.

On the next page is a screen shot of an OTO I wrote (with help) for MarketersDeathmatch.com 
(a project I am a “silent” partner on with the one and only, Tellman Knudson).  At the time, we 
were seeing conversions between 6.2 and 9.4% @ $97!)  WOW!

By the way: Tellman Knudson is one of the coolest human beings, 
Internet marketers, and teachers you'll encounter anywhere, at 
anytime.  

If you're not already TellmanIZED – I highly recommend you check 
him out.  

In his top selling course, My First List, Tellman leads you, 
step by step to building your own responsive email list at 
record speeds.

Tellman will turn you from a listless loser into a list building 
monster at the now infamous MyFirstList.com

And forget about his Black Diamond Line where you get one-on-one 
phone access each week.  I'm sure you wouldn't like anything 
like that.  I'm lying.  You would.

It's a shame too since no spots are currently open, but you can 
get on the waiting list should a spot become available.  In 
fact, I even make occasional appearances from time to time :-)

-End Blatant, yet, from the heart plug.
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Click anywhere on the screen shot above  to read the full sales letter online, 
or just go to http://www.marketersdeathmatch.com/oto_example.html
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Method 4: Getting Affiliates

This strategy you're about to learn is the most important information contained in this report.

Read it.

Use it.

Thank me later.

This ONE strategy has completely transformed my business in the last 6 months.  It's a very 
small tweak I now make on EVERY product I create or sell.

It only takes a few minutes, but the effects of setting it up can be seen for weeks, months, or 
even years.  I fear you may dismiss it when you finally read what it is.  I should know because I 
OVERLOOKED this simple idea for years – and my mistake, has cost me a small fortune.

While it does hurt a little to think of all the money I lost, I still look at it as a learning 
experience. I feel so strongly that I would NEVER again, NOT use this method.

And because my knowledge came from experience it would be almost impossible for me to 
ever “forget” about it again.

Are you foaming at the mouth with excitement?

Here's another hint: This strategy is the one component that in many ways, completes the cycle.

It connects the dots and sets everything you already do on FIRE.

The Method:

1. Setup an affiliate program to promote your products (if you do not have one already).

2. Create a “sales page” selling your affiliate program (just like you would for a product).

3. On the thank you page for every product – PROMOTE your affiliate program

4. Program at least one follow-up message driving your customers to the sign-up page for 
your affiliate program.

That's it.

Many people have affiliate programs.
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BUT only a tiny handful run a successful affiliate program.

Most do NOT promote it as a product.

Most do NOT promote it immediately after new purchases.

Most do NOT reap the full benefits of their affiliate program.

Don't be one of them.

By turning all of your customers into affiliates – you will get a percentage of them to send you 
extra free traffic – generating MORE sales, and subsequently MORE AFFILIATES which 
causes the cycle to repeat over and over again.

It's ZERO risk.  It BEATS paid advertising.  It's INSANE to not use it. It's the simplest, easiest 
and fastest way I know to make serious money online.  

Use it and don't look back.

Here's an example I used on the thank you page for my product, “Insider Secrets to Backend 
Marketing.” ...

STEP 2
Make A Delisciously FAT $81.53 Per Sale Buy Referring Other People 
To the Insider Secrets to Back-End Marketing website!

You can start earning FAT 70% commissions by following TWO steps:

1. Get a free clickbank.com account   (if you don't have one already).

2. Get Your Affiliate Tools   and Begin Sending Traffic! 

Simply use this link to promote the Insider Secrets to Backend Marketing:

http://YOURUSERNAME.besecrets.hop.clickbank.net?pid=1

Simply replace "YOURUSERNAME" with your clickbank.com username and you're set 
to go!
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Advanced Strategy: Mike Filsaime's super secret to getting NEW affiliates like clockwork is 
the Clickbank marketplace.

I'm sure you've heard of the Clickbank marketplace many times before – but I'm guessing it 
was in the context of finding hot products to promote as an affiliate.

In this case, we'll be using Clickbank to RECRUIT NEW AFFILIATES for our products 
automatically.

Granted this isn't a strategy one can just start using tomorrow.  It will take a lot of hard work, 
some smarts, and patience because for it to work you have to get listed in the TOP 10 best 
selling Clickbank products in one of the main categories.

This alone is no easy task.

But the attainment of such a feat is a very smart goal to have because of what happens when 
you become listed high in the marketplace.  Other affiliates will see your product and many 
will want to promote it... especially if you use the MF Method shown below.

Essentially, what you want to do is promote your AFFILIATE program instead of the actual 
product because you're not really expecting many direct sales from the marketplace – you're 
looking to recruit new affiliates. So do it.

Here's Mike Filsaime's ad for the Butterfly Marketing Manuscript:

1) Pays 70% Butterfly Marketing Manuscript! The Marketing Strategy That Changed The 
Internet Forever! Go To TheButterflyMarketingManuscript.com/affiliate For Awesome Tools. 
$/sale: $52.73 | %/sale: 70.0% | %refd: 80.0% | grav: 33.76 
view pitch page | create hoplink 

If you can pull this strategy off, please let me know – I'd love to publish your case study.
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Method 5: Metrics and Customer LTV

If you knew without question, there was one skill that could:

● Help you quit your job faster
● Make you more money – forever
● Bring you more free traffic than you could handle
● Draw in super affiliates like a magnet
● Turn ordinary websites into lucrative money makers
● Make women crave you

Would you be willing to develop that skill no matter the cost?

If yes, keep reading.

If no, then you you need to take a serious look at yourself and determine if you really want to 
change your situation or you just want to dream about it.

It's sad because almost EVERYONE knows the importance of tracking and metrics, yet no 
matter how many times they hear it (over and over again) ...

They still resist.

It's borderline delusion.

The fact is TESTING is tremendously IMPORTANT!

Look, I hate to be the one to break the news, but there is really no way to improve on what 
you're not tracking to begin with. If you change something, how do you know it did better or 
worse – unless you're tracking? The answer is you DON'T!  

All you'd be doing is guessing.

So stop guessing and start tracking your way into the next income level.

So what should we be testing?

Good question.

Remember, good questions lead to good answers.

And if we take it a step further, GREAT questions lead to GREAT answers.
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With that said, here's what you should track at a MINUMUM:

Optin Conversion rate (percentage of unique visitors join your email list)
Sales Conversion rate (percentage of unique visitors BUY your product)

Short Term LTV*
Long Term LTV*

LTV = LCV = Lifetime value of a customer.

Surprise Bonus: 
“How to use the greatest split testing tool of all time”

...Google Website Optimizer!

Google Website Optimizer =  Split Testing Made PIMP

Watch video tutorial at: http://www.theMFmethods.com/website-optimizer
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Do one thing GREAT, and do everything else good

Mike Filsaime: Caught on Tape

I do one thing, and I do it well.  And I do everything else 
good.  Or I should say I do one thing, and I do one thing GREAT, 
and I do everything else good.  And that’s what you need to do. 
Anybody listening needs to focus.  

You need to stay on one project at a time.  

If you’re working on a 30-day project, guess what?  

You can get it done in 30 days. 

If you’re working on three 30-day projects at the same time, 
guess what?  

The best you can do is monetize those three projects inside 90 
days.  So it’s gonna be 90 days before you get to your money.  

And what’s gonna happen is you’re working on those three 
projects, you’re gonna get your next brain – super great idea, 
and it’s gonna be project number four, and you’re gonna start 
that.  And you’re gonna have now 120 days of projects.  

And you’re gonna get 90 days into your 120 days of projects, and 
you’re gonna get on to project number five.  And after one year, 
you’re gonna realize you have five projects and you haven’t made 
any money.  

So find the best project you have right now, eliminate the other 
three, get your 30-day project done, bring it to market, make 
money, and then start on project number two.  

What you need to get out of this is, pick ONE thing to focus on.  Make it your sole 
INTENTION.  Forget about everything else.  Put all your heart and soul into making that 
ONE idea work until you succeed (or prove your idea is invalid).

Only after you've given it all you've got – and MADE MONEY – should you ever divert 
your focus onto other projects or ideas.
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Bigger, Better, Stronger, Faster

Mike calls it the concept of bigger, better, stronger, faster.

It means that you always have to reinvent something, because once you start talking about the 
secrets, everybody else starts doing it.

And once everyone jumps on, it remains effective, but  not quite as effective.

So this is all about being creative, think about what your prospects want, thinking about how 
you can raise the bar.

How can you make it better?

How can you take it to the next level?

How can you become an innovator?

How can I make my One Time Offer unique?

How can I make it really stand out and get results?

Ask yourself these things and when you get that intuition, that feeling inside telling you do do 
something different – act on it.  Don't think twice. 

Put your idea into action and unleash it upon the world as fast as humanly possible.

As a marketer, this intuition IS your SIXTH SENSE.

Never doubt yourself.

Learn from failure, but always EXPECT success!

The more you expect success – the closer you come to living it.

Take chances – and sooner or later, one will pay off extravagantly.

If you live in fear, never taking chances, never reaching beyond your own zones of comfort, 
never pushing yourself past the fears we all have – you will never, and I mean NEVER 
experience the success you seek and deserve.
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Make Money with The MF Methods:
Earn Lifetime Clickbank Commissions on 10+ Products... Automatically!

You can earn FAT Clickbank commission for referring this report to your sphere of influence.

I'm paying out LIFETIME Clickbank Commissions on 10+ products!

You can start earning FAT commissions by following TWO steps:

1. Get a free Clickbank.com account   (if you don't have one already).

2. Become a MustHaveCash.com Affiliate   to get paid Lifetime Clickbank Commissions, 
on Follow-up and Back-End Sales.

3. Get Your Affiliate Tools   and Begin Sending Traffic! 

Simply use this link to promote The MF Methods:

http://YOURUSERNAME.besecrets.hop.clickbank.net?pid=3

Simply replace "YOURUSERNAME" with your Clickbank username and you're set to go!
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Surprise Bonus: I originally wrote this article and published it on my blog last year.  Keep in 
mind that this advice seems to contradict what I said about Method 2. 

Please see the caveat explained at the end.

The One Website Conversion Rule You MUST Follow (But 
Don’t Know About)

Today I want to briefly share with you an amazingly simple, powerful, and profound Marketing 
Rule you should be CONSCIOUS of at all times - be it affiliate marketing or selling your own 
products.  Every time you create any sort of sales process, keep this in mind and you will 
ALWAYS make more moolah.

Okay, here it is:

THE MORE CLICKS, THE LOWER THE CONVERSION

THE FEWER CLICKS, THE HIGHER THE CONVERSION

The question your asking yourself now is, “well, that sounds fine and good, but how do I do 
that?” or maybe you’re saying… “so Joe, what exactly are you suggesting here?”

or maybe… “Joe, enough already, just break it down for me!”

Well, to tell you the God’s Honest TRUTH, I’ve told you more than I should.

However being the nice guy I am, I will leave you with one idea for you to chew on…

What would happen IF… at the end of your long sales letter (when you prospect is ready to 
buy)… INSTEAD of having an order link that goes to to another 5 page “order form”…

What IF you send them straight to a real order form?

You don’t always need to recap your offer or upsell them. 

Sure in your mind (the marketer’s mind) it might be nice, but I think you only think that 
because you haven’t tried this out yourself.

Based on my own experience, adding a long upsell page makes me a lot fewer sales than 
sending them directly to the actual order form where they can enter their payment information.

THINK ABOUT SOMETHING…Imagine you’re the prospect, and you’ve read (skimmed) a 
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32 page sales masterpiece, and at the end your “in heat” and ready to buy, so you click the 
“order link”… where you come to find another wordy 3-5 page long “recap” or “upsell” 
offer… At this point what is going through your head?

Well, I can tell you that I personally get upset and 9 times out of 10  I decide NOT to purchase.

In my head I’m saying something like this, “Why are you jerking me around? I read your sales 
pitch and I wanted to order, just let me. Don’t make me scroll down 5 pages just to get to your 
second order link. This is ridiculous!”

So I went from a ready to buy prospect (just seconds from making that critical leap of trust) to 
an upset prospect with no interest in wasting my time with you or your products again.

Folks, don’t make your prospects think.

The job of your email, is to GET THE CLICK, not to sell.

The job of Your sales letter is to SELL and GET THE CLICK to your order form.

The Job of your order form is to COLLECT THE CASH!

The job of your customer autoresponder sequence is to get them to CONSUME the product and 
make additional BACKEND offers (on autopilot).

Deviate from these simple rules, and there is no doubt in my mind… You’ll be throwing money 
and new customers away (the sad is part is you won’t ever know it).

There is one caveat... it goes without saying, but you should TEST this for yourself.  In some 
cases this advice may not work for you.  I tend to believe the more expensive the product the 
less this rule holds true, while the cheaper the product – the more dead on the advice is.

In the fine words of Porky Pig…

That that that that’s all folks!

Joe Lavery 

ADVANCED TIP: Create video a “walk through” of products you're promoting as an affiliate 
and at the end of the video forward/redirect them directly to the order form.  So I'm suggesting 
you BYPASS the merchant's own sales page – don't give them a chance to screw it up.  Test 
my theory: redirect 50% to the sales letter and 50% to the order form and see which methods 
makes you the most money.   Any decent affiliate link cloaker can do this for you.
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About Mike Filsaime:
Mike Filsaime is an author, software developer, renowned speaker, 
personal coach, business consultant, and most of all... an intensive 
marketer.

Mike Filsaime was the General Manager of one of the nations 
largest Auto Dealers. 14 years in the auto business along with his 
education at New York Institute of Technology in Computer 
Science and Business Administration has allowed Mike to 
understand Marketing, Advertising, Sales, Customer Service, and 
long term Business Principles and how to use the Internet to 
leverage these items to new successes.

Mike led teams of over 50 people and trained some of the highest paid sales people in the auto 
industry today. Mike has a way of teaching his successful and innovative concepts to people in 
a way that "sticks."

Many of Mike's protégé's have gone on to have incredible success in a very short amount of 
time after working with him.

Mike believes in continued learning and makes every attempt to stay on the cutting edge by 
purchasing courses and systems and studying from every successful person that is blazing the 
trail in their field.

In 2006, MikeFilsaime.com, Inc. did nearly 4.5 Million is sales. MikeFilsaime.com, Inc. is 
located in Long Island, NY in a 2600 sq. foot office with 8 employees by Mike's side as well as 
14 virtual employees world wide for a combined team of 23 people including Mike himself. 
Mike Filsaime envisions growing a $100 Million Company in the years to come and is hoping 
to bring people along with him as he mentors people on their journeys to success.

For more information on Mike Filsaime, please visit http://www.mikefilsaime.com and you can 
also see some of his best-selling products at these websites:

http://www.butterflymarketing.com
http://www.paydotcom.com
http://www.listdotcom.com
http://www.instantbuzz.com
http://www.jv-network.com
http://www.thedeathofinternetmarketing.com
New! http://www.viralfriendgenerator.com
New! http://www.the-resource-report.com
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About Joe Lavery:

Joe Lavery is known by many people as the ‘go to guy’ for little known, 
but highly effective marketing tactics.  

He know what works... and more importantly, what doesn’t BECAUSE 
he's there - in the "trenches" doing it every day. As a full time Internet 
marketer since 2003, Joe owns Must Have Marketing, LLC – a company 
dedicated to helping other people quit their jobs and live life on their own 
terms – free of the wretched rat race. 

He's partially or directly responsible for the "behind the scenes" success of many different 
websites, product launches and teleseminars within the Internet marketing industry and in other 
obscure niche markets. 

You may have heard of a few of them... List Crusade, Nitro Marketing Mindset, Hypnotic 
Selling Secrets, Insider Secrets to Backend Marketing, Warp Speed Info Products, Invisible 
Squeeze Pages and MarketersDeathmatch.com.

Consistently developing new solutions to help marketers snowball their profits and improve 
their response rates, Joe’s dedication to being obsessively BOLD and always HELPFUL will 
shock, amaze and delight you. 

He likes telling it like it is no matter who's feathers may be ruffled.

He is also a master at producing high converting squeeze (optin) pages, where as many as 40%, 
50% and even as high as 80% of the people visiting his pages giving him their name and email 
address.  For more information on Joe Lavery, please visit http://www.musthavemarketing.com 
and http://www.MustHaveCash.com.

You can also see some of his best-selling products at these websites:
http://www.musthavetips.com
http://www.warpspeedinfoproducts.com
http://www.warpspeedresponse.com
http://www.invisiblesqueezepages.com
New! http://www.stealhpages.com
New! Http://www.backendsecrets.com
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